CHAIRMAN'S REPORT

LHBA AGM 20th SEPTEMBER 2011

It gives me great pleasure to present my annual report for the year. 

First I would like to acknowledge and thank all of those who have been involved in the work of the LHBA over the past year. The 2010-2011 committee members, in no particular order: Marie Malone, Mel McAtamney, Bill Skelton, Geoff Fraser, Phil Fraser, Jenny Garing, Jayashrii McFadgen, Angus MacPherson, Linda Ward, Jan Titus, Peter McBride. Committee members Ronnie Moore and our Treasurer Helen Hobson left us during this period. I thank all of these people for their time and commitment over the past year, particularly bearing in mind the circumstances we have all been dealing with.  

I’d also like to specifically thank our office bearers – Linda Ward, our Secretary, has diligently kept minutes of the meetings and has gently but firmly kept me in line from time to time during the past year. Rene MacPherson stepped into the Treasurer’s shoes when Helen Hobson left us mid-term. Helen, as most of you will be aware, was busy dealing with earthquake damage issues with her two commercial buildings the Harbour Light and the Albion, and when she understandably had to step down Rene stepped in to ensure a seamless transition. So thanks to Rene for doing that, and expertly taking care of our accounts. And thanks to Breeze Robertson, our administrator, for all the work done with communications, membership, the newsletters, and more. Breeze now has full-time work, and with her other voluntary commitments has found herself increasingly busy. Breeze will continue to work on the Harbour Business Review newsletter, and Linda will take over some of the day-to-day administration. Thanlks Linda for offering to do that. We will further review our needs in this area at the first meeting of the new committee.  

I started thinking what I was going to say this evening with the intention of not talking about earthquakes, but it seems almost everything which has happened in the last twelve months has happened in that context, or at least been influenced by what has been going on around us, or more accurately in some cases frustrated by what has been going on around us. .

Much of the LHBA’s activities over the past year have been around earthquake recovery of one kind and another – after September working to get buildings stabilised and reopened, and working to ensure a successful Summer season despite the events of the Spring. We were pleased support the buskers initiative run by association members Carmel from Volcano Radio and Brian from Lyttel Piko. That brought some new life to London Street and provided opportunities to local performers and musicians. 

This initiative was unfortunately derailed by the February earthquake. The period since 22nd February has arguably been one of the busiest the association has experienced, and inevitably at a time when our capacity was hardest hit by the consequences of that event. Despite bearing personal tragedies, building demolitions, business closures, financial concerns, loss of homes, red stickers, the list goes on…the LHBA remained, in fact increasingly became, actively involved in earthquake response and recovery issues. Initially we worked hard with Police and Emergency Services to get a corridor opened into London Street and the first of the London Street businesses opened on 23rd February as a result. We then lobbied hard and worked with damaged building owners to get quick resolutions to issues around building demolition and stabilisation, which allowed other businesses in the shadow of badly damaged buildings such as the Harbour Light and the Empire to reopen within a few weeks. We worked with LHBA members and non-members alike at this time, to produce the must inclusive outcomes possible for everyone. This was a faster result than achieved in other badly damaged suburban areas, or the still-closed central city. A number of seminars were organised by the LHBA for business and building owners, covering issues such as demolition, planning, insurance, and other issues. Again these were inclusive of everyone, to work towards the most effective immediate response. We were active in assisting Lyttelton businesses to have a united voice at this important time, and out of these meetings established a working group to look after recovery issues. 

We quickly began to interface with the new CERA, put Lyttelton on their map economically as one of the “CBD’s” they refer to – Kaiapoi, Lyttelton and Christchurch CBDs. We have had input into CERA’s draft economic recovery plan, have interfaced with CCC and had input as a stakeholder into the Lyttelton Master Plan, and continue to work with the various agencies to achieve good recovery outcomes for our area. We will continue to submit to and have input into the various plans for recovery, and lobby as needed, in order to advocate for the business community and ensure the best outcomes for our local economy and community.   

Networking events have not been as plentiful as we would have liked, for obvious reasons. There was an opportunity for impromptu drinks after our first recovery meeting at the Top Club, with more than 70 people from the business and wider community attending. We had a successful end of year networking function at the Dampier Bay marine facility – thanks to Phil Fraser and LPC. Arguably this makes the opportunity for drinks and networking at Fishermans Wharf after this meeting all the more relevant. 

The committee has continued to meet on the second Tuesday of each month, with a couple of unavoidable interruptions, and has had a full workload. Prior to the February earthquake we started work on our website upgrade, and working with the Lyttelton Harbour arts and creative communities to create opportunities. This work was also interrupted, but will be some of the work which the new committee will be continuing in the very near future. At our last meeting we had a presentation from Trent and Elfie of the Harbour Arts Collective, and we are currently carefully considering how we can best help them with their objective of creating an arts precinct on Donald Street. 

We are currently working with Recover Canterbury to develop a marketing plan for Lyttelton and Governors Bay, to be rolled out as activity increases before the end of the year. This will assist businesses which are currently operating and those due to reopen, and at the same time send a clear message that Lyttelton is open for business, and is not just a pile of rubble at the end of the tunnel. 

I am pleased to report that membership numbers remain strong and our finances remain sustainable – however with our only source of income currently being membership fees, and with so many businesses having closed or being out of action due to the earthquakes, it is ironic that at the very time the LHBA is possibly more relevant than ever we are likely to be working on reduced funding, due the smaller number of active members. 
 
The events of the last year have shown more clearly than ever that we have a need for strong community bonds, links and relationships, and no less so in business than in other areas. I was thrilled to see local - and LHBA member - businesses Lyttelton Engineering and Stark Bros working to save landmark Lyttelton buildings the Harbour Light Theatre and the Empire Hotel after the September earthquake. Will Lomax and his colleagues from Structex have worked hard with building owners to ensure successful outcomes. Ray Blake, Peter Evans and the Loons have worked together to bring the successful Macbeth season, and all its obvious and intangible benefits. Without the links between these local businesses it is doubtful that any of this work would have been able to happen so quickly. It is at times like these that the networks and relationships forged through organisations such as our own will help recovery, and provide support and help when it is needed. 

I am honoured and privileged to have had the opportunity to chair the LHBA for the last two years, and I greatly value the relationships we have built, the progress we have seen, and the good work we have done over that time. The last year has been a particularly interesting time, but I’m pleased to have been able to be a part of all that has happened. 

The challenges in front of us are great – we must not underestimate the enormity of what has happened, and of what lies ahead. But the Lyttelton community, and the Lyttelton Harbour business community, has shown it resilience, its connectedness, and its strength. Armed with these positive attributes, with motivation and with energy we press on with the work that needs to be done. At this stage we may find it difficult to imagine what a full and complete recovery might look like, but by taking each small step at the same time as taking a broad overview, by confidently representing our community’s needs and aspirations, and by acting with confidence and integrity, I am sure we will see that recovery start to realise.     

Before I end, I would also like to thank those who have provided the support to make this evening possible. Lyttelton Port of Christchurch for allowing us to use their facilities, and particularly to Mel for her help in arranging that for us, and to Fishermans Wharf for providing their venue and finger food for the gathering this evening. 

Thank you for coming along this evening, and for your continued support and membership of the LHBA.

